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THE ALLEGED SELLING OF SECURITIES IN
ANTICIPATION  OF WAR
Following upon the narrative as quoted from the lips of
Baron Wangenheim, there appears in Mr. Morgenthau's
volume a paragraph, which does not increase one's con-
fidence in his account of "how the Kaiser started the War."
As if to confirm the truth of Wangenheim's story this para-
graph asserts:
This imperial conference took place on July 5th, and
the Serbian Ultimatum was sent on July 22nd [sic]. This
is just about the two weeks' interval which the financiers had
demanded to complete their plans. All the great stock
exchanges show that the German bankers profitably used
this interval. Their records disclose that stocks were being
sold in large quantities and that prices declined rapidly.
At that time the markets were somewhat puzzled at this
movement, but- Wangenheim's explanation clears up any
doubts which may still remain. Germany was changing
her securities into cash for war purposes. If anyone wishes
to verify Wangenheim, I should suggest that he examine-
the quotations of the New York Stock Market for these
historic weeks. He will find that there were astonishing
slumps in prices, especially in the stocks that had an inter-
national market. Between July 5th and July 22nd Union
Pacific dropped from 155^ to 127%, Baltimore and Ohio
from 9iy2 to 81, United States Steel from 61 to 50y2>
Canadian Pacific from 194 to 185%, and Northern Pacific
from 111% to 108. . . . How little the Wall Street brokers
and financial experts realized that an imperial conference
which had been held in Potsdam and presided over by the
Russia A.R.B., I, 19, 21, 26, 39, 57, 62; KD, 50, 65, 93, 96, 108, 112,
127. Two further but minor reasons for the two weeks' delay were Berch-
told's desire to wait till the harvest had been gathered and to await
the results of the judicial investigation at Sarajevo which was expected
to afford grounds of accusation against Serbia; cf. Conrad IV, 72; and
Dirr, p. 129.

